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PUBLIC SECTOR - A GAME OF SIX HALVES!

☜lfyou☂re a S/ITS company, the public sectaris THEplace

to be☝. You've heard us sayit many times. indeed, this is the

story that the growth forecasts tell. Last year, we predicted

that the commercial sector will have grown by an average of

lust 0.3% between 2001 and 2005. Our latest research

(published this month) foresees the UK public sector software

and IT services (S/ITS) market growing by anaverage of 9%

over the same period.

But before we get too exalted. it is important to remember

that the public sector is no more a single market than the

commercial sector: Just as the commercial sector is made

up of many disparate

segments, such as

CENTRAL INITIATIVES WILL GIVE WAY TO LOCAL

INTERESTS

Our growth forecasts for the UK public sector S/ITS

market are not purely a re ection of the government initiatives

and spending plans. They also re ect our view on whether

the allocated funding will get spent, and if so. how quickly.

If past performance is anything to go by (and it usually is),

the government☁s IT spending plans will, more often than not,

fall behind schedule. The nal decision on where to spend

money is handled at the local level eg. at the local council, the

local education authority or the primary care trust. One

problem is that

these government
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phenomenal growth

over our forecast

period. Just as in the commercial sector, there will be the

bright spots and some black holes too. For example, we

forecast that the UK criminal justice S/ITS market will grow

by an average of 25% from 2001 to 2006, and similarly we

expect the UK health S/ITS market to grow by an average of

20%. Both these sectors will bene t from substantial

government investment in IT having previously suffered from

years of ☜under♥nourishment.

In contrast, the prospects for the UK education S/lTS

sector are no more appealing than those for the commercial

sector. Education experienced a 2% decline in 2002 and we

do not foresee it achieving anything more than a 2% annual

average growth through to 2006.

Department for

example. has

stated that although it is committed to embracing the

changes in the government☂s modernising agenda, ☜the aim

of the LCD is justice, The technology cannot be allowed to

impede the delivery of that aim or of the PSA (Public Service

Agreement) for the Department".

Unfortunately, the ring fencing of funds speci cally for IT-

related projects, as has occurred at the NHS, is the exception

not the rule.

SPECTACULAR FAILURES ARE lNEVlTABLE

The UK e-government agenda is wildly ambitious, It is

akin to attempting to complete a major change programme

across the whole of the commercial sector over just half a

decade. And this is without having sufficient inhouse

[continued on page two)
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[continued from page one]

experience or expertise in managing

large S/ITS projects. As such, it is

not dif cult to foresee some pretty

spectacular failures over the next

few years.

One of the biggest causes of

project failure in the public sector is

the unwillingness to accept change.

The need for suppliers to have

business transformation capabilities

rather than just ☁IT' skills will be

paramount. However, the challenge

is immense. For example, the

introduction of a national electronic

appointment booking system in the

NHS will require both GPs and

consultants to accept a completely

different way of working ♥ a pretty

tall order we think.
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EDS DOMINATES BUT STILL ROOM FOR SMALLER PLAYERS

EDS garners a lot of publicity over its dominant position in the UK public

sectorS/ITS market. The company leads our rankings with, by our estimates.

some £1bn of revenue derived from UK government contracts last year. But

in many ways this exaggerates EDS☂ perceived 'stranglehold' over the sector.

Although it has won many mega deals in central government, it does not carry

out all the work itself. Take the example of EDS' current outsourcing deal with

the Inland Revenue signed in 1994 (mooted to be have been worth 022.4bn

over its life). We reckon that as much as two-thirds of the revenue from this

contract nds its way to sub-contractors.

In addition, the public sector is making a concerted effort to attract a

broader range of suppliers. For the mega deals, this has meant favouring bids

from consortia. Working with consortia allows government to spread its risk

across a number of suppliers, to work with companies that are ☁best of breed ',

and to change one under-performing supplier within a consortia rather than

having to replace the sole supplier on a contract. In addition, any cost cutting

by suppliers will more likely ow direct to government rather than to the 'one-

sourcer'.

This ☁multisourcing' approach favours all types of supplier. The mega players

such as BT, EDS or Capita are able to take the lead in the consortium and

may offer to undertake the project management role or take the nancial lead

on the project. Smaller ☁best of breed' or niche players with invaluable knowledge

of the sector e.g. health, niche technical skills or targeted application software

will not be short of offers to join consortia.

BARRIERS TO OFFSHORE PLAYERS WILL BE BREACHED
Offshore players have also been attracted by the growth in the UK PUb'IC

sector S/ITS market. However they are currently struggling to make an
impression. They face political sensitivities regarding the loss of UK jobs as
well as data security issues. As such, partnering with UK rms will be the way

that most offshore players. particularly the smaller ones, take advantage 0f the

growth ♥just as Mastek does with Capita. However. we have already seen a

softening of attitude. Just last month (Apr. 03), Agilisys. a joint venture

between Jarvis and netdecisions, won preferred supplier status 0☝ 5☁
£270m/ten-year contract with North Yorkshire local councils despite having an

offshore facility in India. And Indian S/ITS player Wipro is bidding for status as

a health sector ☁Iocal service provider' (LSP) in its own right.

NOT TO BE IGNORED

In summawi mere is a big question mark over how successful the

government☁s IT strategy will actually be. However, vast sums of money Will be

spent over the next ve years, and it will be spent a lot more freely than in the

Commerda' 59910☜ AS Such, S/ITS suppliers cannot ignore this sector of the

UK market. But for anyone wanting to compete in this market, Careful

consideration should be given to the risk involved in a project before starting

the bidding process. And. by the way, once involved in any high profile
government initiative. suppliers must also be ready to handle the inevitable

press scrutiny.

We look in more detail at the opportunities and
i pitfalls for S/ITS suppliers in each of the six public
☁ sector segments in our new report UK Public

Sector Market 2003 ~ TheMarket for
Software and IT Services.
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HOLWAY COMMENT

  

Forecasts

OVUM HOLWAY'S FORECASTS

The very essence of what we do at Ovum Holway is to analyse the current

situation, try to make some sense of it and then give our best view of what the

future might hold, We do this by reviewing as many companies as we can. Our

database currently exceeds 1000 companies with over E30bn of UK S/ITS

revenues. We talk regularly with the CEOs of the leading players. In the last month

alone I have spoken one-to-one with. amongst others. the heads of IBM Global

Services. EDS, LogicaCMG. Sage and Fujitsu Services. The rest of the

Ovum Holway team have spoken to many more,

How our subscribers act upon our forecasts is. of course, up to them.

A year back we gained a very high pro le by contradicting the views of the

then current Intellect CEO Survey. 75% of CEOs believed that their businesses

would improve in the next quarter. We suggested that. not only would 2002 be

a year of declining revenues (at the time we were forecasting a 1 -2% reduction in

total UK S/ITS revenues for 2002). but we also introduced the concept that the

sector was now in its maturity stage and that growth would be modest (aligned

with GDP) for many decades ahead.

The public reaction to this was highly critical. Afterall all other research rms

continued to forecast positive growth. Indeed their forecasts ranged from +5%

to over 12%! Although the many media articles (and a fair number of your e-

mails) were against our views, we were buoyed by the private support we received

from our CEO friends. "Your forecasts are much more in line with our experiences

and expectations" and ☜Hankgoodness someone is telling it as it really is " were

just a couple of comments we recall from that time.

THE CHANCELLOR☂S FORECASTS

A year back. the Chancellor. Gordon Brown. was

also making his predictions for 2002. He forecast growth

of 2,0 ♥ 2.5%.It turned outat 1.8%. A year back his

forecast for GDP growth in 2003 was 3.2%. In Apr. 08☂s

budget. his forecasts are a full 1% lower at 225%. He

too can't say he wasn't warned. It wasn☂t just us this time. Practically every

analyst thought he was being too optimistic. As it turned out. that forecasting
error means that he has had to double his

borrowing requirement this year to E24bn.
Now you would think that, with his

. .. , 20%
credibility shot to bits. he'd be more ☁prudent☁

this time around. But no, Brown now reckons 15%

GDP growth of3.25% in 2004 ♥ that☂s a full

0.5% higher than he was forecasting a year

back. Yet again analysts are telling him he 5%

has got it wrong, ☜Brown accused of ☂wi/d l

optimism ' as con dence in economy slips"

♥ SundayTimesZT'AprilZOOS ♥ would be a typical _5% l

headline. Forget Prudence - "Gambling i

Gordon☝ they now call him. Even though we

don☂t pretend to be economic forecasters.

these forecasts just don't track with the input

we receive.

10%

0%

40%

-15%

 

T h e ☁

wellbeing ☁

of the UK ♥

indeed the

global economy ♥ really affects us

though. Without a global recovery. IT

stands no chance of staging its own

recovery. If Gordon Brown's UK

forecasts are not met he will have to

raise taxes. increase borrowing or cut

public expenditure. As spending in the

NHS etc. is currently one of the only

positive UK S/ITS sectors, if it grinds

to a halt the effects could be

calamitous. Conversely higher taxes

will hit consumer spending with similar

effects on the private sector.

 

2002 ♥ THE WORST YEAR ON

RECORD

As we put together the final

analysis of all the 2002 resultswe

can con rm that it really was the

worst year on record for the

UK S/ITS sector, When you read

the full results in June's

SYSTEMHOUSE. it will almost

certainly show a (25% decline in real

terms in the market. Indeed. ITS

spending will have fallen by much

more than that. It was only the

continuing switch to outsourcing that

saved the external S/ITS market

from even greater pain.

S/ITS excluding outsourcing and in ation

.11112'1.

96/97 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04 04/05

[continued on page four]
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[continued from page three]

REVISING FORECASTS

But that☂s the past. What of 2003 and beyond?

A year back we were forecasting 2003 to be a ☁liat☁ yearwith modest growth

returning in 2004.

We are now revising both of those forecasts downwards. A continued decline

in 2003 and 2004 to be the ☁ at' year. The year when things will at last improve ♥

but only because they won't get any worse!

The evidencefcrthis, as usual, comes from what the industry and its users tell

us in private. Not by way of CEO Trend Surveys. The latest 01 2003 Intellect

CEO Trend survey shows that 58% still think that business will get better next

quarter (02/03). This despite a fail in both optimism and an expectation that their

customers☁ IT spend will fall.

Indeed, as the intellect analysis says: "there are contradictions". Optimistic to

the end ♥ we will still be reading "industrypoisedformassive growt "headlines as

the last UK S/ITS company calls in the receivers.

Our forecasts come from our ☁in private☂ conversations. As readers know,

they have been much more accurate thanboth public statements and any trend

survey. As the CEO of a ☁Top Three☂ S/ITS company told us this month, "/ don☂t

know a single customer who plans to increase his IT spend this year".

CIOS TO CUT IT BUDGETS

Indeed, Ovum has been conducting interviews with the top ClOs in Europe

over the last couple of months. The results (see CIO Agenda 2003: Getting Into

Shape) do more than con rm that view. They show that, on average, those CIOs

expect to reduce IT spend by 5% in 2003. The two largest budget holders

interviewed (BP and Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein) both spend >$1.5bn pa.

and expect to cut their lT budgets by MORE than 5% pa. On average those

interviewed intend to reduce IT spend year after year after year henceforth.

We are now talking about ☁second generation' cost reductions, which are

more painful that ☁ rst generation☂ cuts.

  'Flrst eneratlon☁ cost cuts 'Second eneration☁ cost cuts

Reducin contractors

Dela in technolo urades Cuttin onoin oeratin costs

Cuttin new rejects Laying off permanent staff

Cuttin discretiona

  

 

      

  

s end

The Ovum research study says: "today☂s CIO is down the gym working off

the excesses of the late 79905. it☂s time fora detox and tness reg/me, after the

blow out of Y2K and e'business. "

HOLWAY DIET

If that☂s the view of the ClOs then the S/ITS sector better start getting into

shape too. We are all going to need to be slimmer and ultimater tter too.

If the Atkins Diet is all the rage for those wanting to lose weight at the moment,

the key tips in the Holway Diet are as follows:

- Accept that the recovery is not going to happen ♥ not next quarter. not next

year. Yourworld has changed forever. Accept it and move on,

♥ if 2003/4 are the years of "competitiveness and marketshare", remember

that not everyone can increase market share in a mature market!

» Competitiveness already means signi cantly lower fee rates ~ we have

heard of rates 50% lower than those charged in those glory days of the late

19908.

A You can charge out staff at less than cost only for a limited time, Accept that

probably a majority of your staff are now on remuneration packages which you

 

really can☂t afford anymore. Ifyou can.

try to get voluntary base salary cuts

in return for a larger % of
remuneration coming from
performance bonuses, It you can☁t
achieve that, then deeper job cuts
will be essential.

- Unfortunately many of those
losing their jobs will nd it dif cult to

get newjobs without taking a out too.

One of the key reasons for this is that

companies cutting jobs will move

more-and~more to offshore

resources where savings of over

two-thirds will be made. Jobs in our

sector in the UK will be lost forever. It

is nigh on impossible to ght against

this structural change. Joining it is the

only viable route.

- But if you don't accept that,

your competitors will and your users

will move. The consequences for your

business if that happens is ultimate

decline and death.

WHAT USERS WANT

The Ovum CIO study had some

interesting feedback.

Users now want payback. They

want payback on all that investment

they have already made. It's no good

anymore promising IT Nirvana

sometime in the distant future.

What do they want?

Payback!

When do they want it?

Now!

As budgets are squeezed. new

project work is, as we have all

experienced, the hardest hit, But new

projects which promise quick
payback in terms of reducing

ongoing costs can still be justi ed.

Rationalisation is the name of the

game. IT is no longer a fashion item ♥

everything has to be cost justi ed

One of the causalities of this is

decentralisation. Fine to delegate and

let everyone do theirown thing when

times are good. But centralisation

seems, yet again, to be the only way

of forcing through budget cuts.

Individual pet projects have to be

sacri ced. Fewer different Sit/Stems
- and fewer business processes ~

[continuud on page tiva]
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are seen as the way to achieve costs

cuts.

But this has a serious affect on

the mid to smaller players. As the

CIO at Dresdner Kleinwort

Wasserstein said there is "a ight

back to blue chip suppliers. We are

much less willing to experiment".

Good news for Microsoft. Oracle.

IBM and SAP. Not so good for

others.

The other trend fully supported

by Ovum☂s CIO study was the

powerful move towards

'multisourcing'. Outsourcing ♥ and

BPO ♥ were seen by CIOS as major

mechanisms by which costs could

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE

We would contend that if you:

2 ♥ Concentiate on helping your

The failures will come only from

SYSTEMHOUSE

MAY 2003

be cut. But most favoured multisourcing overonesourcing. Different outsourcing

suppliers were chosen for different applications and activities.

All this tted with the return to centralisation ClOs now see themselves as

regaining much tighter control and acting much as the Programme Manager (or

Clerk ofthe Works) as we have described in previous Hoivvay Comment articles.

1 ♥Ameptihe market forecasts and adjust your costsand expectations accordingly

customers achieve the cost savings and

rationalisation which is clearly now the "Name ofthe Game",

then there is no reason to be gloomy about the future.

those that continue to ☁Live in Denial☂.

Neither you nor the Chancellor can say you were not warned of the

current situation at least a year back. You cannot next year accuse us

of writing with the "bene t of hindsight".

You have. as they say. been warned.

| S SOLUTIONS PREDICTS BOTTOM OF THE ☜DOWN
I5 Solution? CYCLE☝

| S Solutions has announced its
IS Solutions

preliminary results for the year ended

31st Dec. 02. Turnover tell 032% to

£7.4m and LBT deepened to £1.4m

from £222K. Loss per share was 5.06p u M 7.6 a, 0

compared to 1.06p in 2001. In view of u0.... ' '

the "continuing difficult trading ☁ ' ☂
conditions". the board has decided not

to pay a dividend.

Commenting on the outlook, Barrie

Clark. Chairman said, ☜it is the Board's

belief that we are reaching the bottom

of the down cycle in our industry. We

are experiencing more activity at the

bidding stage and. although the process of closing business is still long and

drawn out, we believe that 2003 offers greater opportunities".

Comment: | 8 Solutions' three operations experienced mixed fortunes:

- In its projects division. Clark reported that companies continued to hold

back from investment in IT and projects and where projects were implemented
there was "substantial pressure" on charge out rates.

♥ The picture was rosier in outsourcing. where revenues grew by 8.3% (the

company doesn't say from what). and ongoing annualised revenue now covers

72% of total company overheads. However. what I 8 Solutions calls

outsourcing we would class as support (the annual report lists, "hardware.

software, network, application support. security. technical services. content

management, hosting and reporting").

- Meanwhile. the nancial products division ☜continues to be the most stable

area of our business and was a strong contributor throughout the year☝.

One of I 8 Solutions' key clients for its nancial products is Proquote. in

which it had a small stake (at a cost of £25K). Proquote has been sold to the

London Stock Exchange. resulting in an initial gain for I 8 Solutions of B480K.
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with a further E4OOK likely over the

next two years ♥ very handy.

Cost cutting measures during

the year. including the closure of its

US of ce (where revenues fell 69%

to just £271 K) and a 20% reduction

in headcount. meant the company

was able to move into ☜a small pro t

in Q4 2002☝. Trading in Qt 03 is

expected to be at breakeven.

But it☁s a brave man who calls

the end to the downturn - we have

to say that we don't share Clark's

optimism. especially as the projects

market (like the SlITS industry

generally) will continue to be in the

doldrums in 2003/04.
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☁7HAS INDIA LOST ITS FIRE.

It's been annual results reporting season in India this month. This gives us

a good chance to catch up with the progress of leading players in the offshore

IT services and BPO sector. We☂ll focus on three key players here. The key

question is whether, despite the tough conditions and many reports of the

offshore train going off the rails, the major offshore players are continuing to

grow revenues and pro ts.

First up. we had results from lnfosys, the second largest of the offshore

specialists globally (behind TCS). In the year to end Mar. 03, the company's

revenues totalled E492m - that's a 39% growth rate (using like»for♥like revenues

      

lnfosys

Global Revenue and Operating Profit Record
Relative to 1957 ☜☁3'☝

Elzam um
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in Rupees). Operating margin was 80%. a slight slip from 34% in 01/02.

Global no. 3 offshore specialist Wipro Technologies announced that its

total revenues grew by 25% during the year to just under E400m. Operating

margin was 28%. Wipro's BPO business Spectramind weighed in with an

additional £23m, at an operating margin of 24%.

Another top 5 offshorer, Satyam, recorded global revenue growth in its

software and services business of 17% to £280m. lts operating margin fell

slightly to 31%,

So what do these and other announcements tell us about the progress of

the offshore sector? To put it brie y:

♥ While growth rates may have slowed, the leading offshore companies are

continuing to grow business at well above wider market rates and to pick up

new customers. Looking forward. growth

expectations for 2003/4 have been reduced but

generally remain well into double digits. For

example, Infosys has cut its revenue growth

forecasts to end Mar. 04 to 24~26%. Satyam

reckons it'll manage to keep growth at 15~17%,

v Offshore margins have felt the pinch of lowered

pricing and increased costs in lndia, but offshoring

clearly remains a highly pro table business for those

that get it right.

- The US continues to lead the way in the offshore

' 7
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the much smaller European market

during the past 12-15 months.

- Although this recent spate of

results has seen a readjustment

downwards in leading offshore

share prices, many of these

companies remain highly rated

compared to most S/ITS players.

For example. Wipro's current NYSE

stock price gives it a market cap of

just under $5bn, a P/E of 27 and a
PSR of 5.

- Offshore BPO is starting to

become a mainstream reality and

looks set to play an increasingly

important role in the UK market,

both through the direct operations

of companies (for example BT, with

its recent announcements around

India-based call centres) and as the

offshore specialists begin to target

more BPO contracts.

- This month we've also seen

more evidence of the growing role

of acquisitions in offshore players☂

strategies. Wipro announced it

plans to spend $19m to buy US

consultancy Nervewire. We can

expect to see further moves like this

in the coming year as the offshore

leaders seek to expand their local

sales and consulting presence in
key markets, including the UK.

All in all, any reports of the
demise of the offshore industry
would appear to be greatly
exaggerated.

Price/sales ratio comparisons for offshore
companies

Based on us stock prlces, end Apr. 03

  

game - many offshore companies are reporting that

the American market has actually grown faster than

3
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HARVEY LIMITED VISIBILITY AFFORDS NO COMFORT
NASH

Harvey Nash has announced results for the year to 81st Jan. 03.

- Turnover fell 33% to £156.7m, UK revenues were down 38% to 285.1 m

- Operating losses ☁improved' from £8.3m to £6.4m

- Loss before tax. previously £11.3m, is now £7.5m

- Loss per share is now 14.91p (39.88p).

Commenting on the outlook, David Higgins. CEO. said: ☜Since the start of

the nancial year demand in the UK and Europe hasweakened and visibility

across all of these markets is limited. Markets in Asia Paci c have also weakened

and therefore break-even in our Hong Kong and Sydney of ces is likely to be

delayed'.

Harvey Nash Group pic
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Comment: We spoke with David Higgins and Albert Ellis (Finance Director)

on the day of the results. They were pretty direct♥ they see no improvement in

the markets in which Harvey Nash operates, and visibility ☜remains limited☁.

However. they are committed to maintaining their range of services (interim

management. executive search. contractor and permanent recruitment. HR

consulting and offshore development). to building the overseas operations (in

the US. Asia Pac and mainland Europe), and to developing business in sectors

other than lT (such as healthcare, nance and the public sector).

The aim is to generate more than half of revenues outside of the UK ♥

Higgins is adamant that there's no future for companies that just provide IT

contractors in the one geography (especially in the UK

where margins are extremely tight). For Harvey Nash, FY03

was a step in the right direction as overseas revenues

now account for 46% of the total (up from 41%). But we

could be cynical and point out that UK revenues tell faster

than overseas revenues in FY03 - 39% compared to 25%.

and even allowing for the fact they exited the resource

management market last year, UK revenues declined 31%

- so the change to the mix was not entirely positive.

Whilst revenues, across all geographies. continued to

fall H2/H1. Harvey Nash was keen to point out that

pro tability (pre goodwill amortisation and exceptional

items) improved from £0.2m in H1, to £10m in H2. The

UK & European resourcing businesses generated almost

us 7
5 ate 15.5w
    
am at Eulweii
w 2% (35.5%)

all the pro ts, but the US business

deserves a mention as it moved into

the black in H2 (most UK~based

lTSAs. with the notable exception

of Glotel. have given up completely

on the US). However, losses

deepened in Consulting (across all

geographies). Total adjusted

operating pro t of £1.2m in FY03

compares to £2.8m the year prior.

We were most impressed by

the fact that the company

maintained gross margins (21.3%

compared to 21.9% last year), and

reported a 25% increase in

permanent fees in the UK (a super

performance in current market

conditions).

But Harvey Nash is not out of

the woods yet. Cash flow from

operating activities fell 55% to

£5.7m. and the company has debts

of £5.6m (reduced from 俉21.5m by

a combination of ☜active cash

management" and the c814m

proceeds of last year's fund raising),

Again there is no dividend, but

Higgins commented that they are

not under pressure from

shareholders to reinstate the

dividend (last paid in FY01).

providing theyare seen to be

investing in the right areas. for the

longer term

The share price was down

10.4% to 34.5p on the day. but

rallied over the month to end at 37p.

Harvey Nash Group plc 2003 geographical mlx

Total Revenue = 2156.1!☜
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MSB International, one of the UK☂s leading ITSAs has

announced its preliminary results for the year ended 31 st Jan,

03. Turnover fell 42% to £84.1m. with H2 down c28% on H1.

Last year's PBT of £1 .9m was convened into an LBT of 2421 K.

and loss per share was 2.32p compared to an EPS of 6.4p.

Commenting on the outlook, Paul Davies. Chairman of MSB.

said: ☜Trading in the rst two months of this nancial year has

been in line with management☂s expectations. Whilst market

conditions continue to be tough, the Board believes that the

necessary steps have been taken fora return to positive earnings

and remains con dent in the long term prospects for the

company!

'c) B ABOARD THE TIGHT SHIP MSB

     

Company Share Price (Dividend Yield

(30/04/03) up)
Giotel A M _§o,ol 0,0 0.0%
iHarveyQNash 37.0' 0.0 010%
Highams i_ 7.0l 0.1 1.4%
Lorien 54102 0.0. 0.0%

     

Comment: We met up with the 'new' board at MSB ♥ Andrew Zielinksi

(CEO and former FD). Douglas Adshead-Grant (appointed FD in Nov, 02) and

Paul Davies (appointed Chairman in Nov. 02)♥to hear more about the results.

MSB International pic
9 year Revenue and PET Record
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MSB☂s 046% drop in UK ITSA revenues was more severe than that experienced

by many rival ITSAs. and sharper than the overall decline in the UK ITSA market

 

in 2002.

T TA 7 A☜ :Turnover £rn

FVE: 31st January 2°03 2002UK...☝ W _ 69.1; mange.

Continental Europe 14.11 16.5

Rest of the World 0.7] 0.37
Total lT recruitment 83.9.

o.1f
r

non-lT recruitment .

1915i.   

  

    

   

  

Zielinksi put this down to a number of factors. including a deliberate policy

of not pursuing unrealistically low margin business and the inevitable distraction

of various management changes during the year. Instead of going for market

share the focus was the bottom line, and here Zielinski and his team have done

  

better than many, indeed MSB☂s pre

tax loss of £0.4m was entirely due

to awrite down in the carrying value

of its own shares (something we had

challenged Zielinski about back at

the interims).

Running a ☜tight ship" in FY03

meant that MSB was able to show

increased cash ow from operating

activities (£11.0m compared to

£8.3m), £6.2m free cash at the year-

end (compared to £3.4m net

borrowings), and a gross profit

margin of 152% (down from

16.6%, but still respectable for an

ITSA).
In our opinion, MSB enters the

year in good shape. They have paid

off a £5.0m loan (so there will be no

further interest charges). they have

no goodwill on the books. and the

cost base has been reduced by

over 29m. The recently formed
Finance and Sales recruitment

divisions should make a greater

contribution in the year ahead. and.

we were told. are expected to be

pro table in their own right. Given

that the business has "stabilised"

over the past three months. MSB

should be on course to return to

pro tability in FY04.

In the meantime. shareholders

were rewarded with a nal dividend

of 1.4p, making the total dividend

for the year 2.1p (2002: 2.8p).

Based on the share price at the end

of the month. that's a yield of 4.4%

- higher than many rival lTSAs.



 

PROSPECTS IN 2003

IBM has reported its 01 results to 31st Mar. 03 revealing an increase in

revenues from continuing operations of 11% to $20.1bn (up 4% at constant

currency) with all geographic units achieving growth over the period. Revenues

from EMEA were up 23% to $6.3m or up 3% at constant currency. Net income

was $1.4bn compared to $1 .2bn in 0102 re ecting expenses relating to the

acquisitions of PwC Consulting and Rational Software but partly offset by

☜the bene ts of the 2002 productivity and skills rebalancing actions". Diluted EPS

was up 8% at $0.79.

Whilst hardware revenues declined by 1% over the period. both the Global

Services and Software divisions grew. The former grew by 24% (1 5% at constant

currency) to $10.2bn aided by the acquisition of vaC Consulting. Excluding

maintenance, the growth was 27% (or 17% at constant currency). Pre-tax income

declined by 8% to $983K compared to Q1 02. This re ects the cost of integration

but with gross margins also down slightly from 26.0% to 24.9% also highlights

me fact that PwCC ran at lower gross margins than lBM's core services business.

Software revenueswere up by 8% (2% at constant currency) to $3.1 bn. This

would have been marginally affected by the acquisition of Rational Software on

21 st Feb. 03. Within software. middleware revenues were up 9% (with strong

growth in both the Websphere and DB2 database management software

products). Revenues from Tlvoli and Lotus declined. Overall software gross pro t

COMPANY FAILURES
Colocation services provider TeleCity has

announced results for the year to 31st Dec. 02.

Revenue fell 23.5% to £25.0m. however excluding

exceptional revenue arising as a result of early

termination of a ☜signi cant contract☝ in 2002. and in

£7.5m sales of storage equipment as part of a one-off

contract in 2001. revenue fell 5.5% to £23.8m.

Operating losses were £14.5m, compared to £21.2m

in 2001 . LBT, including £26.2m ofassetwrite-downs.

  

n Rlvanua (cm) I PET (on)

as

write-offs and redundancy costs. totalled 俉40.6m was .999

(£235.4m in 2001). Loss per share was 20.1 p (25.2p

in 2001).

Michael Hepher, TeIeCity Chairman. was optimistic in his outlook and believes

things have improved in the European colocation market: "Actiw☂tylevels stabilised

across all our geographic markets in 2002 following the dramatic slowdown

witnessed the previous year". He also claimed TeleCity would show an EBlTDA

positive performance in Q1 (is. Jan. to Mar.) of 2003, earlier than previously

anticipated.

Comment: 2002 was another dif cult year for TeleCity. Overcapacity in the

colocation sector led to the closure of a number of surplus properties (the company

now operates from nine sites - London (2), Amsterdam (2). Paris. Frankfurt.

Stockholm. Manchester and Dublin). and a reduction in headcount from 262 at

the end of FY01 to 174. However Hepher observed that the exit of a number of

competiors continues to reduce over-capacity in the market.
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IBM GLOBAL SERVICES - BULLISH ABOUT

margins were up from 81.1% to

84.6%.

Comment: Without knowing

the ☁real☂ growth in revenues i.e.

without PwC Consulting. it is hard to

tell how the Global Services business

performed. This could very well

translate into a revenue decline if the

acquisi on is excluded. All we can say

is that when we met up with the UK

Head of lBM Global Services, Richard

Atkins. last month, he was pretty

bullish about the prospects for IBM

G8 in 2003.

With regards to software, IBM

did well toincrease its revenues in

this area. It has cleariy bene ted from

the demand for its middleware as

clients continue to ☁make do' with

integrating their legacy systems.

TELECITY HIT BY OVER-CAPACITY AND

TeleCity pic

5 year Revenue & PBT Record
From 1998  
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Revenues in FY02 were hit by a

number of customer failures

(including KPNQWest). Fortunately

these failures did not result in any bad

debt as customers pay for space

quarterly in advance.

TeIeCity has been working hard

to win business with new customers

and reduce its reliance on a small

number of large telcos. it is con dent

that it is ☜fully funded' through to a

cash generative position.
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g SIRIUS - BACK IN THE BLACK
SII'IUS

 

Sirius Financial Solutions, a supplier of insurance software, has announced

upbeat results for the year to 31st Dec. 02. Turnover (all organic) rose 30.5% to

222.7m. a LBT of £281 K was converted into a PBT of £1 .9m. Similarly a loss

per share of 4p in 2001 became an EPS of 5.9p.

Commenting on the outlook. Stephen Verral. CE. said ☜Although we have

con dence in ourabi/ity to build on our recent successes. we consider it prudent

to set conservative growth expectations for the coming year: Nevertheless, we

aim to achieve increased sales for each of our three products, and to retain our

focus on building a pro table, cash generative business".

Sirius' pro ts were boosted by a 21m rollover contract from 2001 . but

nevertheless these are a ne set of results. The company made progress in all

four of its divisions:

» The solutions business. which sells to enterprise customers including the

Royal Bank of Scotland and the Co~Operative Bank. did particulariywell. Revenues

virtually doubled to £8.9m and now account for 39% of total revenues Not bad

for a division that was set up in 1998. The UK market generated the majority of

the revenues. Sirius reacted to the lack lustre performance of its US market by

cutting costs. The result was US revenues fell by 62% to £730K but the company

delivered a small operating pro t of £60K (loss of £557K in 2001).

- The systems division. which services the

SME broker market. reported a 15% rise in

revenues to 27m.

♥ In the support services division. which

provides maintenance contracts and customer

           

Comment: For a minnow. Sirius

is doing very well and has notched

up wins in the UK against the likes of

Marlborough Stirling, Misys and

TIG. We hope it can keep up the

momentum.

We can understand why Sirius

wants to expand globally. The US is

the largest potential market for

insurance software. But Sirius lacks

the scale to compete here.

It really needs to step up a gear

in its partner program or consider

whether now is the right time to

attack the US market. In the short

term we believe it would be better

for the company to focus on the UK

and build up its presence here before

attempting to battle it out in the US.

Sirius Financial Solutions pic

10 year Revenue and PEIT Record
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support, revenues rose 7.7% to £4.2m. m m m

- MEDIAmaker which supplies media '
design and build services. saw revenues rise a 2 ☜'3

6% to 俉2.6m. 5'3 59 5☂ 7☜ 7
By revenue stream. software licences o, M 04 0,, .17 11 0,7 ☜9

generated £5.9m (26% of total revenues), M M

professional services £8 . 5m (37 %).

maintenance and updates 26m (26%) and third

party products £2.3m (10% of total revenues).

1993 ☁994 1995 1996

>

accenture

Awenture has announced results for its rst half. Revenues for the six months

ended 28th Feb. 03 fell 2.5% to $5.76bn. operating income was down a tad to

$797m. but pre-tax income rose 70% to $836m (as last year there was a c$300m

write off on investments). EPS rose from $0.22 to $0.52, Outsourcing was the main

driver. with net revenues increasing by 33% in Q2 to $828m. Outsourcing now

represents 29% of Accenture☂s total revenues. However. outsourcing costs rose

$218m. Meanwhile. consulting revenues were down 15% in 02 to $2bn. EMEA

revenues for the half-year rose 1% to $2.62bn but fell in local currency terms EMEA

now represents about46% oonoenture's total revenues. Aocenture CEO and chairman

Joe Forehand is still holding on to his fullyear forecast of O%-2% revenue growth and

COURSE

1957 1935 1999 2000 20m 2002

OUTSOURCING KEEPS ACCENTURE ON A STEADY

a target EPS of $1 .05.

Comment: No real surprises

here. Interesting to see the comment

on outsourcing costs for new

contracts - this is a problem for all

major outsourcing players and is a

potential obstacle to signing

megadeals, especially now that

accounting practices are under such

great scrutiny.

 



»
gresham
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Gresham Computing has

announced its preliminary results for the

year ended Sist Dec. 02. Following a

change in Gresham☂s year end, comparative

gures are for the 14 months to 31 st Dec. 23☁
01. Turnover fell 53% to £11l6m(turnover 9-3 1.7

from continuing operations fell 36.8%). An -
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GRESHAM - NOT A BEST SELLER

Gresham Computing pic
7 year Havanun and PBT Record
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LBT of £973K was converted to a PBT of

m. my mm H mm.☁21 .1 m and similarly loss per share of 3.32p

became EPs crimp.
Commenting on the outlook, Sid Green, ms in: win
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Chairman, said, ☜The next twelve months
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will be pivotal in achieving our objectives

(providing the group with a platform for

sustainable long term growth). Although market conditions remain

dif cult, we are encouraged by the increasing market interest in FITN

and Casablanca, Our focus will be to realise the interest that we have

generated in order to deliver the signi cant medium and long term

growth that we believe is achievable",

Comment: Investors seem to be more impressed by Gresham's

results than we are. Its shares have ended the month up 72% at 88p.

PBT was boosted by the sale of its SIM business. which generated

£4.9m in FY02 Operating loss deepened from £2.1m to 23.7m. The

company still has high hopes for its various initiatives despite delays in

their delivery:

» The Real Time Nostro service ☜is taking longer to bring the service

to market than originally expected". The service is expected to

commence revenue generation in H2 03☁

- Its integration product. Casablanca,

"has yet to result in signi cantrevenue", but

the company expects it to generate an

increasing revenue stream as the year

progresses.

♥ Lastly. in storage, the results have

☜been disappointing'K As a result Gresham

is seeking to develop partnerships with

application and storage vendors.

We hope Gresham does succeed in its

initiatives but progress to date doesn't give

us much to cheer about

W GROWTH AND PROFITS CONTINUE TO RISE

Microsoft has announced ☁better than expected 03' results for

the period ended 81 st Mar. 03☁ Revenue rose 8% to $7.25bn (boosted

by $200m on favourable exchange rates) and operating income grew

13% to $3.72bn. However the company did guide earnings
expectations for Jun. 04 down from $34r9bn to $83.1bn - $33l8bn.

All of Microsoft's seven operating divisions posted rises except the
home and entertainment division ♥ where Xbox resides. Here revenues
fell 41% to $778m. In its other divisions, client (operating systems)

rose 10% to $2.8bn. servers rose 21% to $1.5bn and information

worker (office and desktop apps) rose 9% to $2.1bn. Business

solutions (Great Plains and Navision) rose 96% boosted predominately

by the Navision acquisition at the beginning of the year MSN posted a

25% increase in revenues to $404m and reported that subscription

revenue was up 9%, Lastly CE/Mobility (pocket PC, handheld PC etc)

was up 41% to $21m, By geography, EMEA's revenues rose 12% to

$1 ,6bn, Americas was up 9% to $2l9bn but Japan and Asia Pac fell

4% to $871m. OEM was up 9% to $2.5bn.

Comment: Even Microsoft is not

immune to the softening in the market. The

company acknowledged ☜that its growth

was driven primarily by recognition of

unearned revenue from strong mu/tl♥year

licensing in prior periods". Indeed Steve

Ballmer is ☜expecting things to remain slow

in terms of growth over the course of the

next twelve months☜.

Microsoft continues to make progress

in the enterprise space, more than half of its

total growth for 03 came from its server

division Meanwhile the failure of Xbox is

disappointing, but with cash balances and

short term investments of $46bn, Microsoft

can still afford (and will no doubt) continue

to throw money at it.
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That was the title of the event at

BT Tower earlier in the month where

BT outlined its ICT and , in particular,

its outsourcing strategy to its

customers and the press.

We were asked to join with

Pierre Damon (CEO BT Retail) and

Andy Green (CEO BT Global

Services) to present an

independent view of the

outsourcing scene in the UK. Given

some of our recent comments on

ST in this area, this was either a

brave or foolish invitation to extend!

A summary of our views (which

you can reread in the archive or at

Holway@Ovum) would be:

THE GOOD BITS

- ST is a telco and quite good at

all things related thereto (like

network management)

- What was known as BT Ignite

Solutions is the UK market leader in

network management service

- If ET is to retain its margins, it

has to ensure it gets a share of the

higher end of the network

management market ♥ rather than

being treated like a low margin utility

subcontractor

~ ET is still a "trusted" brand with

nancial muscle

a BT has, as its customers, most

of (19 out of the Top 20) the UK's

leading companies/organisations

- BT Syntegra is one of the UK's

largest Systems Integrators.

STICKING TO THE KNITI'ING

» We think that BT should

concentrate on what it is good at

(see above) and exploit its current

strengths (see above)

- Most of BT☂s past problems

have been caused by them ☜moving

out of their box"

- BT should NOT try to be a

"onesourcer' and do everything that

EDS or IBM do

7 Renaming BT ignite as ET

«3☁ ☜A BILLION REASONS TO TRUST BT☝

Global Services (quite reasonably) gave people the idea that BT aspired to be

like IBM Global Services. This we thought was wrong (for reasons ♥ see above)

RATHER

- BT should embrace the "multisourcing" concept

- BT should explore partnerships to ☜ ll in the gaps" in its ICT offerings

- BT should treat those partners with respect (and not try to compete with

them or screw their margins).

So when we rst listened to Pierre Damon exploit all these points of ours

(even using "our" multisourcing/onesourcing/Cleik of the Works terms liberally)

and then heard Andy Green make the points even more strongly (☜We are not

competing with EDS as a onesourcef☂) we felt they had really swallowed our

message hook, line and sinker.

Actually, it makes one's job as an analyst rather rewarding. Good grief

customers really do read our stuff AND, not only pay attention but actually

ACT ON [I

So if BT can listen to us. we also listened to what BT announced yesterday

too.

CONTRACT WINS

BT say they have closed mom of outsourcing contracts in the last six

months. Actually most of them are either network management deals OR

partnership/consortium deals where ET is responsible for the network

management i.e. exactly what we would want themto do! Contracts are

illustrated in the table. ALL of the deals listed are for network

management in some way or other.

    

   

( Length 0!
Customer [glue 0! contract contract (yrs)
Uililever

 

  

 

  
Bavarian Government

£999.! Nauo éL_________________
Spanish (igygrnment

Bradford & Bingley

MJQ A traJiLGML. w...
Honeywell

§yngenta
Royal Mail (with )(arjsa EIVCSCJ' £1.5bn7(total value)
Sainsblry's (with Accenture) c£1bn (total value

'To be signed and April

       

In the Fusion Alliance (for the Inland Revenue where they are head-to-head

with EDS and CGE&Y) again BT Global Services wil provide the network

management bits. But, additionally, BT Syntegra will be the ☜Clerk of the Works/

Programme Manager" and, of course, BT itself is ☜bankrolling☝ the contract.

The other consortium members are SchlumbergerSema, C80 and

Computacenter,

Stick to the knitting, exploit your strengths, don☂t try to be what you are

not. embrace multisourcing, choose your partners carefully and treat them

with respect.

We never thought we would get to the point of saying we agreed with BT's

ITS strategy...but as it's pretty close to what we proposed in the rst place,

it's dif cult to argue against it now!

 



 

Cobalt Corporate Finance has provided us with

details of investment deals in the UK IT market for Q1

of this year. no

In summary, both the total number of deals and m ☜5
the total value of deals is lower than in 2001 and

2002. indeed, the level of activity is akin to thatwhich

Cobalt recorded back in 1997/1998.

Over the quarter, the total number of tech VC

investment transactions was 30 and total value of

investments amounted to EQSm. This compares to

57 and E207m in 2002, and 1 16 and £594m in 2001 .

In the past, March has seen some VCs ciambering to

close deals before the end of the tax year thus

boosting the gures. Cobalt speculates that the war

on lraq has made investors take a more cautious

stance.

interestingly all seven deals in Mar. 03 were in software companies. The
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Cobalt Corporate Finance specialises in providing corporate

Cobalt nance advice to Technology and Media companies on fund raising, sales.

Corporate acquisitions 8. M803. and nancial strategy. We would like to thank Cobalt

Finance for providing us with the data on private equity funding in the 0' sector. I

  

UNiSYs
Imagine it. Done.

 

Unisys has announced a pretty good set of results for 0103. Revenues for

the three months ended 31 st Mar. 03 rose 2.6% to $1.4bn. operating income

dropped 2.8% to $76.6m. but pre-tax income rose 17.6% to $57.5m. EPS

grew 20% to $0.12. Once again. services left technology (Le. hardware) well

behind. Services revenues grew 5.5% to $1.11bn and now represents almost

80% of Unisys' total business. Technology revenue fell 6.7% to $292m. However,

gross margins on technology were 50% compared to 18.7% for services and

operating margins for technology stood at 1 1.1% compared to 3.1% for services.

Services growth was driven by ☜double-digit growth in outsourcing" including

BPO, although there were "slight revenue declines in SI and consulting and 
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PRIVATE EQUITY iNVESTMENT FALLS TO 1997/8 LEVELS

01 Investment by number and value of deals 2001-2003
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biggest of the investments was

undertaken by a syndicate

incorporating Advanced Technology

Ventures. Leapfrog Ventures

(investment vehicle for PWC), and

Silicon Valley Bank. The group

invested 28m (second round funding)

in Striva Corporation, a provider of

database management technology.

Investment in later stage companies

has continued to be a feature of the

landscape this year with investment

in later stage companies making up

two thirds of the deals so far.

Cautiousness was particularly

evident in March with just one of the

seven deals involving rst round

funding.

UNISYS NEAR TO JOINING THE ☁80:20 CLUB'

infrastructure services". Unisys is

sticking to its full year outlook for

"double-digit earnings growth

Comment: Unisysiust keeps on

rolling along. The recently signed

EBOOm 10 year BPO at Royal & Sun

Alliance goes to show they are very

much aforce in back-of ce BPO even

if they haven'tapparentiy signed any

major UK iT outsourcing deals of late.
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TRIAD SINKS DEEPER

Consultancy. SI and contract resources

provider Triad has announced results for

the year to Stst Mar. 03. Revenue was

£27.8m. down 33% from the year to Mar.

02. Operating losses deepened from

EQSZK to £5.2m. Pre-tax losses were

£5.0m compared to losses of £470K in

the previous year. Loss per share

worsened from 1.36p to 27.2p. Triad

chairman John Rigg found it hard to be

upbeat in his comments: "Sinoemy/hterim

statement. market conditions, which I
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Triad Group pic
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described at the timeras the worst that i

have encountered in almost twenty years in the industry, have shown no sign of

improvement. " He noted that market conditions remain ☜extremely challenging☝

in both the consulting/SI and resourcing parts of the business

Comment: It's been another tough year for Triad (once the proud owner

of a SystemHouse Boring Award) with a big fall in turnover following the 27%

drop it experienced in FY02. Most (080%) of Triad☂s business comes from its

ITSA arm. Generic Software Consultants (acquired in 1996). ngg

commented that the resourcing business performed "creditab/y" - so the rest

of the business must have been even more dire. Gross margins across the

business plunged from 16.2% to 7.2%. which is at the very, very bottom end

of what an ITSA can even hope to struggle by on if volumes are high enough

(which they aren☂t!) By way of comparison, MSB achieved 15.2% gross

margins, 888 did 19.8% and Lorien managed 14.2%.

The immediate challenge is of

course for Triad to stem its

deepening losses, and we can't help

wondering whether Rigg now

regrets the decision to spend

£4.9m of Triad☁s dwindling cash pile

on share buy-backs during the year.

We can only hope that the cost»

cutting measures undertaken during

recent months will bring real and

rapid results.

The share price was down 15%

over the month at 28p.

:9 UK AND US OPERATIONS RESTORED TO
TSU

Full ☜PROF/TABLE FOOT/NG☝

Japanese IT giant Fuiltsu has announced its full year results for the 1 2 months to

31 st Mar. 03. Net sales were down 8% to Y4.62T (c$38.5bn) although the company

returned to pro t at the operational level of Y1 OOT (c$837m). tuming around from a

WAT loss in the previous year. However. massive reslructuring charges resulted in a

pre♥tax loss of Y1 48T (c$1 .23bn). although this was hugely better than the Y595T

loss the prior year. Fujitsu☁s Software & Services business also Suffered, with revenues

down 2.9% to Y2T (c$16.9bn). but this now represents 44% of total revenues. up

from 41% last year. Operating pro ts grew 19% to Y177T (c$t .47bn). a 8.4%

margin, up from 7.4%. Most (74%) of Fujitsu's S/ITS revenue comes from Japan,

where turnover dropped 1 .8% to Y1 .5T. S/lTS revenue in the rest of the wond fell by

5.9% to Y519bn (C$4.3bn).

Fujitsu's S/ITS revenue is roughly equally split between Solutions/SI (46%) and

Infrastructure Services (54%). Curiously. it was the Solutions/Si business that saw

some (very small) growth (+02%) whereas the infrastructure Services business fell

5.4%. Fujitsu☂s iorecasttor FY03 looks for an overall 4.0% rise in net sales. with S/ITS

growing faster at 4.7%. However. they are expecting S/lTS revenue outside ofJapan

to fail by 1 .7%.

Comment: Most of Fujitsu☂s

S/ITS revenue outside of Japan

comes from its sibling services arms.

European-based Fujitsu Services

(sort of ☁old ICL') and US-based

Fujitsu Consulting (sort of 'old

DMR').

We are meeting top executives

soon and hope to get a clearer picture

how these businesses performed,

However. we are heartened to note

that ☜Fujitsu's key operations in the

UK and US were restored to a
pro table footing" though of course
we are worried (though not unduly

surprised) that the outlook for the year

in revenue terms is gloomy.
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SCM provider, Chelford Group. has announced preliminary results for

the year ended Sist Dec. 02. Revenues fell 6.6% to Elam, LBT and loss per

share remained virtually static at £1.02m and 0.16p respectively,

Commenting on the outlook, Chairman. William Birkett. said. ☜Going into

2003. markets continue to be challenging but with the opportunities for signi cant

business from our customer base, strong positioning in our key vertical markets

and the additional opportunities presented by Che/ford SAP Solutions Ltd.

your Board looks forward to an EB/TDA pro t in 2003. Performance in 07 is

encouraging. with improvement over 01 2002 and with a strong pipeline of

new opportunities",

Comment - Cheltord really only came onto our radar in Dec. 02 when the

company acquired Cleves Solutions. a SAP VAR and solutions provider.

The company has two sides to its business. It provides SCM and collaborative

commerce solutions, based On its proprietary software. for the mid market.

speci cally for the food and drink. mill and metals, and chemicals and

pharmaceutical industries. Through Cleves it provides solutions based on SAP,

for wholesale and distribution, and other consumer packaged goods,

Chelford attributed the lower revenues to lower levels of third party products

and decision delay by some customers. There were some bright spots though.

The company signed major new contracts with customers including Bank of

England, Shell Global Solutions and Axminster Carpets. which will provide "a

significant level of contracted activity going forward into the next financial year".

Recurring revenues rose 11% (doesn't say what to though) and 2008 outlook

orders are up by EBSOK.

CHELFORD GROUP: ☜STRONG PIPELINE☝

We wish Chelford well, but as

we've said with many of the British

battlers of late. we don't think the

group will have an easy time of it.

Apart from the softness in the

market. which has clearly affected

sales. Cheltord's other main issue

is scale.

The company realises it needs

to grow fast if it is to succeed in

fending off competition in the mid-

market. To this end it is looking at

further acquisitions. but given its

size and access to funds such

acquisition opportunities must be

limited, in the meantime. as SAP's

☜second ranked VAR" the company

hopes to benefit from SAP☁s

assault on the mid-market. The

company reports it has already

notched up its first new SAP

contract in the mid-market ♥ but its

success here really hinges on

SAP's ability to scale down.
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Quoted Companies - Results Service Note: Highlighted Names Indicate results announced this month.
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Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set 31 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the
issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted: achange in the share pnce 01 the largest company has the same e ect as asimilar change for the smallest company.
Category Codes: CS = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseiler A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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5 21.17 2151.5m Loss 0.33 455 13.05%: 0.53% 213.20m -214.30m     
   

 

5. L995 2.50,        
      

  

cs 2 . Loss 0. 19 . a . . 111
SP 220.1111 Loss 2.25 334 . 35.09% 20.90m {57.10m
cs 23.3111 Loss 0.52 115 35.29% 07.75% 20.95111 21.7910
cs 215.5111 L055 2.90 130, 4.50% 1.30% 20.93111 20.29111
cs 29.5m Loss 0.55 0 5.90%. 14.01% 20.77111 21 .23m

Nomgate IriormauonSclmom CS 255.0m 9.5 0.71 50 12.20%: -1 1.54% 27.19111 -20.50m
N519 5111311 System SP 219.0111 Loss 0.25 513 57.33%: 40.52% 27.00m -£4.32m
01100151100 5F 23.1m Loss 0.53 130 45.30%; -25.57% -20.55m 21.12111
Parity A 214.2m Loss > 0.08, 1542. 2.75% 43.00%. 20.42111 1210.68ml
Patsyslems . SF 27.9m L055 1.01 55 14.29%, 50.00% 20.95m 27.71111
13115111101115 Global ☁ SF 23.9111 L055 0.54 750 -7.59%☁ -9.09% .23.35m {3.35m
PlantHoldIngs SF 221 .2m 5.7 0.95 1053 37.04% -3.77% 25.03m -20.00m
F'SDGmuJ A 235.7m 59.5 0.53 564 2.45% 21.00% 20.90m -29.70m
04111115101151.1101») cs 25.0m Loss 0.15 24 0.00%. 4.55% 20.00m2 -20.04m
0113111011 A 20.7m Loss 0.39 173 10.25% -35.02% 20.01m 24.51111
Raninsrmuoml , SP £213m Loss 0.34 56 7.69% 15.57% £0.24m £0.32m

Rage 511mm . SP mam Loss 0.22 10 0.00% -75.00% 20.00m -£5.47m
01115110005015 SP 211.3111 Loss 0.40 54 23.00% 0.00%.. 22.11m 20.04111.
RM SP 21.13 2102.9m Loss 0.51 3214 5.54% 25.00% 25.42111 220.5010
Royaintmemup 5P 23.43 2104.3111 14.4 1.93 2015 17.09% 45.74% 215.23m 232.52m
33951301111 51: 21.54 22.327.9111 19.7 4.22 70573 59.70% 35.15% £870.96m 2543.45m
535m☜; A _ V 20.10 £15m Loss , 70.057 >95 . -3.05 .1 -5.00%_ 12004111 £0.27m☁
SDL cs 20.41 221.9111 Loss 0.35 270 0.00 .. 35.00% 21 .501n 25.70m
80111105251191 5P 20.13 25.4111 Loss 1.42 125 13.54% 55.25% 20.75m 22.29m
5110111101111 1131121111101 SP 2097 244.9m 323.3 0.05 3232 24.35%☁ 25.97% 20.04m 29.02m
Sirius 17110115510155 Pollcymasnen SF 21.01 217.0m 9.1 1.03 570 0.50%} 5.54% 20.04m -21.55m
3°Mmbr5pcn SP 20.03 £4.3m L055 159 201 1.54%: 1.54% 20.00111 20.10m,
50pm" SP 20.11 29.4111 Loss 0.57 150 15.79%: 45.35% 21.20m -21.71111
51111119 sow A 20.53 £79.5m Loss 0.27 509 7.07%l 15.22% 25.30m' 210.55111
501M111 ☁ SF £3.70 £53.2m 20.3 1.35 1544 27.59%; 55.79% 211.54m 219.04m
50115000141 ☁ SP 20.17 25.4111 Loss 0.75 205☁ 10.00%. -17.50% 20.49111 -21.14m
smmumwsa) ☁ SP 24.93 2140.5m Loss 3.95 2453 34.93%3 17.95% £30.50m 222.51m
Symmf cs 20.59 295.3111 10.1 0.43 359 0.42% 1.25% 20.39m 21.10m

.symms Urian (was Fmecom) 52 20.59 250.4m 0.3 0.01 450 -1.50% 49.31% 21.04111 {14.44111
mew 1:5 20.05 mm Loss 0.37 5 35.71% 45.15% 22.55m 22.00111
119150111111 Systams SF' 20.05 210.9m Loss 0.59 0 100.00%. 9.09% 25.43m 20.92m
11111161910 08 £0.33 210-1!☜ 0.6 1.22 717, 0.00% 1.23% 20.37m 20.49m
151511010112 CS £4.00 2202.2m 11.0 1.25 7913 5.95% 25.35% 213.23m 249.40m
10011511st SP £0.40 £42"! 5.0 0.77 745 2.50%. -7.05% 20.14111 -20.27m
Tow.☜ 61510 SP 20.60 270m 10.4 0.49 049 4.40% -32.00% -20.57m -23.39m
111154 Grow SP 2040 £61m 4.5 0.35 320 5.57% 43.95% 20.37111 .21199111
111115005 SF £0.01 E03111 Loss 0.13 25 25.00% 63.33% £0.07m {1.32111
Thaw☝ CS £033 5☁3"☝ Loss 0.10 39 29.41% 57.14% -20.55m {1.17111
7'19de ☁35 E0123 542'☜ Loss 0.15 204 <1 5.30% -5.17% -20.75m 20.22111
1115111610141 CS £3.01 2157.3111 15.3 3.44 1921 15.25% 25.73% 221.95111 233.09111
01111112 Networks a 20.01 £1.7m Lass 0.24 22 0.00% .1 0.00% 20.001n £0.24m
Unveise Group 5" 5025 99-7m n/a 0.15 1009 4.26% 0.09% £0,72m 20.72m
Vega Grow CS 5032 9☁ ☁ -3m Lass 0.32 504 17.14% 3.35% 21.03m 20.30111
Vlgmup SP 501☜ 550'" 96.4 0.57 270 41.47% 42.90% -20.47m 20.75111
Vccshs Group SP 20.01 21.7m Loss 1.00 13 -1 5.67% 50.00% »20.35m .21."...
wamog SP £0.13 5154'" 10.9 0.72 305 5.00% 24.29% 20.35m -21.09m

WeaImMamgamnSoMam SP 243-09 £16m Loss 0.32 55 011% 5.25% 20.31111 20.21111

1121500119: 51.951111) c5 20.77 2254.210 Less 049 1952 30 7 11, 39.09% 259.00m 271 .44m
meow SP 2037 210.0m Loss 0.25 247 19.35% 1.37% 21.63111 20.15111
11951130 Gmw CS 20.03 25.0!" Lass 1.31 110 0.00% 25.57% 20.00m 23.32m

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the

issue price. The 803 Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.

Category Codes: GS = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 : Other
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30-Apr-03 SIlTS Index 1599.82

FTSEIT(SCS)lnde 340,15
(DENMARK☁ 611.50

THAN SHOWERS 2:517: ☜2:222:
mm-m♥nbAun-II FTSE Smlllclp ☁ ☁ I 1532.87

Following a rocky three months on the il-«EE'QV☁WWSm' ☁ ' a
Mnnm ll/DUHS☁OJWDNDS) '14 17% +555☜ O12: 917.53% > ☁5515☁ ☜115*markets to kick off 2003, April saw gains across

the board for the key indices. The Fl'SE 100

gained nearly 9% but that was eclipsed by the

459937. «113%
wean☜ 66.22%
俉81.40☜ 0511351

.1500☝. $57.47'

metsmApras
me1ilJin90
From 1:1JIn91
metllJIn 92

. me1sIJnn 93 69.425; 937.9250 931.11%
performance of Ovum Hoiway☂s S/ITS Index, Fm... mum 61.7w. «35% .tm

. . . me 1:1Jln 95 400.09% 723.079. «35*
WhICh pOSted a 14% "58' Th'3 DUtS ☜19 S/ITS From ulJnnss mum «1.429. «.5059 49.949. 4.60%
☁ ' ' From mun 97 «7.04% 407% 40201. 41.37% 430m
Index at Jus☁ under 2☂700☂ 13 pomts Shy Of mellean 95 ~11,ol% .2155☜ 4902* $59050 422350 40.7717.
where it started the year, From "Inn 99 41.59% 4:23» 63.69% .75☁4759 405m 41.49%

I From mJ-n no 76.16% 43.155; 4321555 .9035» 40.979. 40.00%
The 17.6% Improvement for the FFSE IT From 1|I.lln01 437.75% 40.917. 43.72% 42.5w. 50.1☝. 41.02%

. From mun a: 40.70% 44.75% 502m .597☜ 4022* 4334*
(SOS) 'ndex SUQQeS☁S that the larger From 1|tJuIl03 47.45% 413m ohms 40.01% 5.03% «mass

companies in our industry have fared just as

well as the smaller listed players. In fact, one of

  

. y . . . System Housas 44.5% ☁ 49.4% = ~ , ; 47.6% 4.4% ; 13.8%

Apn's lead'☝9 "59☂5 was 3899' W'"☁ a 50% ITS.|I'!A9699|65., «781% . 399.9%. : .. . am . 17.5%,. ☜to-52☁,
☁ ☁ Resellers 4.8% 62.7% . ☁ 1 40.4% ☁5.9% . > 11.5%gain. Anumberofotherlargercapcompanies Sonwmpmu-m 71% mm; _ V 1 397% m,☁ E ☁5☜

r Holwaylntemallr☁dax 90.4% I 45399 _, , =, 49.4% 5.0% _ f 5.559 Valso made good ground during the month, Ho'way☁smsmg j m 5% 765% I417% V 45% I Hm

including Xansa (up 31%), Misys (27%),

LogicaCMG (21%) and Computacenter

(8%). But nobody could beat the percentage gains of Ultrasis (up 200% to 0.75p) and Harrier Group (up 171% to 9.5p).

April also had plenty of downpours mixed in with the sunshine. AlT was the gloomiest of the S/lTS pack, with a 51% fall

during themonth to 10.13;). Earthport (down 35%) and Transware (down 29%) fared little betten

As for the various S/lTS sectors, the star performers in April were the software companies, with an average 15% rise in

value. The other categories - system houses, lTSAs and resellers ♥ also managed double digit gains. That means the system

houses are in positive territory for the year so far. But the lTSAs remain well in the red at 17.5% below Jan 1st levels.
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